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A digital product is a software enabled
product or service that solves a useful
problem for a human being and
…..thereby creates value*
* https://medium.com/fktry/wtf-is-digital-product-3ae51ae2664f
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October 19 │ Definition of DtS 1.0

Problem: Customer are not extracting maximum possible value from their
manufacturing lines*
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* Based on benchmarking study and several individual workshops conducted on site at Covestro customer manufacturing
locations globally

Product
An intelligent digital assistant for polymer processing
companies to manage variable costs, optimize product
quality, increase overall productivity
AND
preserve their manufacturing experience & know-how

Challenge #1: Big data ≠ Smart data
The final product attributes that end-users really care about and pay for
are determined by several factors
We build a context-based digitized representation
of every single part (digital-twin*)
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*Context: Use of „Internet of Things“ (IoT) and Industry 4.0 technologies to generate and aggregate context
useful data

Challenge #2: Smart data ≠ Insight
Collecting data does not create useful insights unless used with algorithms to
solve specific jobs to be done
We deploy algorithms for data analytics
and optimization on digital twin
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Paulo, Operator

“Are all pre-conditions for
production start satisfied ?

“Is the process running
steady ? Can I fine-tune it
further to optimize ?”

“What is causing production
issue/outage right now?”

Andrew, Quality Manager
“Can we predict (estimate) lab
quality in real-time so that we
reduce waste and prevent claims ? ”

Machine learning model: real-time continuous estimation of final foam-density
in comparison: lab-data only available after ca. 2-3 days and only for selected samples

Foam surface quality is manually inspected by removing metal sheet and
Results are classified based on defined criteria
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Foam surface quality defect classification model: Typical results
(machine-learning algorithm)
Calculation based on 244 samples (ca. 12 mons data)

Event

AUC

Surface defects
on lower panel
side

0.857

Surface defects
on upper panel
side

0.880

Confusion matrix

* strongly correlated variables removed

We can classify and
categorize defects with ~
85% accuracy

Foam surface quality defect classification model: Process insights
(model interpretation)

Under what conditions is the risk of defects increased:
-

only for high values of VARIABLE A – parameter mostly relates
to panel type eg. 40 mm roof system

-

for low values of VARIABLE B – environmental conditions in the
foaming chamber and storage

-

for high values of VARIABLE C – recipe parameter of foam

Correlates to practical experience of experts and observations
in the field but is now quantified for a specific manufacturing
line and product type

DtS delivers real-time information using IoT technology:
Minimizes risk of B-quality panels (eg. production start-up)
Camera system

Real-time imaging

Real-time analytics

Carmen, Line Manager
“How was the quality of the
production run this morning ?”

“How can I address an urgent
customer complaint” ?

Customer complaints: DtS enables re-tracing of exact production
conditions and quality performance of each part

Several potential benefits can result by regular usage of DtS*
Short-term gains**

Raw material savings
(eg. foam density optimization)

Capacity increase
(Line speed increase)

Effectiveness and time-saving
(Reduction of manual effort)

2-3 % (ca. €100k)

2-5% (ca. €100k)

40% (ca. €50k)

0-6 month gain

Hard claims
(foam related ~ 50%)

0-6 month gain

0-6 month gain

Longer-term gains**

Soft claims

Reduced Waste and
B-Grade

ca. € 500k

ca. €100k

25% (ca. €250k)

1-2 year gain

1+ year gain

1+ year gain

* Basis: PUR customers with €25 Mio yearly variable costs and €40 Mio yearly turnover from a single manufacturing line;
** Note: Final results depend on factors like existing claim levels, capacity usage vs. demand and current efficiency

We have built and tested an end to end digital product and service
Software

Hardware

Project management
and consulting

Data quality
assurance

Vendor
Agnostic*

Training and
support

Data security and
governance

Tailor made for metal panel production, purpose built for return on invest and can be
quickly deployed and scaled to several lines at enterprise level

* DtS is for use with all raw material suppliers and machines

Would you like to engage ?
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Disclaimer
This data is provided to you in good faith. But no warranty or guarantee is made as to the accuracy or
completeness of any data or statements contained herein. These data and statements are offered only for
your own consideration, investigation and verification and are subject to change without notice.
The manner in which you use and the purpose to which you put and utilize our products, technical assistance
and information (whether verbal, written or by way of production evaluations), including any suggested
formulations and recommendations, are beyond our control. Therefore, it is imperative that you test our
products, technical assistance and information to determine to your own satisfaction whether they are
suitable for your intended uses and applications. This application-specific analysis must include testing to
determine suitability from a technical as well as health, safety and environmental standpoint. Such testing
has not necessarily been done by us.
It is expressly understood and agreed that you assume and hereby expressly release us from all liability, in
tort, contract or otherwise, incurred in connection with the use of our products, technical assistance and
information.
Any statement or recommendation not contained herein is unauthorized and shall not bind us. Nothing herein
shall be construed as a recommendation to use any product in conflict with patents covering any material or
its use. No license is implied or in fact granted under the claims of any patent. Unless specified to the
contrary, the property values given have been established on standardized test specimens at room
temperature. The figures should be regarded as typical values only and not as binding limiting values.”

